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ART:DIS students in an inclusive
music-making workshop (below)

A New Chapter
Begins at ART:DIS

PROGRAMMES

Each year, ART:DIS engages over 450 students in
19 art programmes. Through our multiple structured
pathways in the visual and performing arts, students
grow and develop in an inclusive space.

From 2016–2022, Maureen
Goh served as the Executive
Director of ART:DIS. She has
touched numerous lives and
continues to be an inspiration
in our quest for greater
inclusivity in the arts.
Taking on the mantle as
the charity’s new Executive
Director is Angela Tan, who
has more than a decade’s
experience of championing
the arts with the National Arts
Council. Under her leadership,
ART:DIS will continue
to advocate and create
opportunities for persons
with disabilities in the arts.

From the desk of Maureen Goh

From the desk of Angela Tan

My dear Faculty, Parents, Students, Artists,
Partners, Funders, Volunteers and Friends,

Art:Dis has a very special place in my heart
– when I first joined the Arts Council, it was
one of the first accounts given to me to
manage. A decade later, the organisation
has more than grown three-fold, and
added 2 centres to expand its services. I
am thankful for the opportunity to have
journeyed along the growth of ART:DIS
and now carry the mantle to lead it’s next
chapter.

I am not sure if you know already but I will
be retiring from ART:DIS. There will be a new
Executive Director, who is younger, prettier
and more energetic, taking over my place.
My close to 6 years here has been most
enriching and humbling. I learnt so much from
you and I appreciate each and every one of
you. Thank you for your guidance, patience
and especially your support which has enabled
us to achieve so much in the past. Now, with
the new ED on board, you can expect better
things to come. I know you will support her as
much as you have supported me.
Thank you for your friendship. We have made
many warm memories and I will not forget you.
May God bless each and every one of you and
your families.
Yours sincerely,
Maureen Goh
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I thank Maureen for all she has done. She
has contributed immensely and without
doubt been a key driver to ART:DIS’
growth during her time with us.
I look forward to connecting with each
of you over the next few months, and
especially hope to see you on 14 & 15
October 2022 when we officially launch
our third centre at Bukit Merah.
Yours sincerely,
Angela Tan

“The central location and
variety of art forms are all
plus point. Our son enjoys
every class and is always
enthusiastic to attend. This is
a positive start to discovering
his talents and with the help
of ART:DIS, I believe we
can bring out his potential,”
said Mrs Seah, mother of
Nathanael (above).
ART:DIS @ Bukit Merah is
located at 3779 Jalan Bukit
Merah, #03-02 Community
Hub, Singapore 159462.
To schedule a free
consultation and centre tour,
email general@artdis.org.sg

New Centre in Bukit Merah
Explore the diversity of our art programmes. Located
at Bukit Merah Community Hub, the site where the
old Bukit Merah Public Library used to be, students
can experience the following in our brand new centre:
• Angklung
• Electronic Drums
• Ukulele
• Piano
• Puppetry Art
• Malay Contemporary Dance
• Hip Hop Dance
• Vocal Music
• Fine Arts
• Digital Illustration
• Stop-Motion Animation
With classes starting at $20 and trained teachers
who have years of SPED experience conducting
sessions, many students have benefitted from our
person-centred approach.
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Students go on
Learning Journeys

International
Exchange
Music-jamming with Tony Memmel
Tony Memmel (right) is an award-winning
singer-songwriter who was born with a limb
difference. Today, he is a musician who has
toured over 17 countries to share his music
and message of resilience.
Thanks to the US Embassy in Singapore, 38 of
our students and artists, together with parentcaregivers and seniors from Yong-en Care
Centre, had a chance to learn from Tony in a
series of virtual workshops. Beaming in from
Tennessee, he engaged our students in musicjamming sessions.

Excursions are always fun. They break the monotony
of classroom learning while providing students with
enriching experiences to broaden their perspectives.
Exhibition ‘Home’
Our ceramic students had the opportunity to visit a
exhibition curated by their teacher Esther Ng (above).
Titled ‘Home’, the showcase featured ceramicware
of everyday use. The sharing of the crafting process
and the stories behind each ceramic piece helped our
students better understand how intention is key to artmaking.

Concert ‘Jazz It Up’
Over at the Performing Arts side,
both students and staff were
treated to a night of wonderful
music at ‘Jazz It Up’ – a concert
featuring jazzy renditions of
Mandarin evergreen songs.
Led by Jazz Association’s Music
Director, Jeremy Monteiro, our
students experienced how classic songs can take on new life with a swinging
beat (above). With an orchestra behind them, veteran singer Jimmy Ye, acclaimed
songwriter Serene Koong and rising star Marcus Lee lent their voices to Teresa Teng’s
songs. Thank you to Jazz Association for sponsoring ART:DIS with tickets and the
Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre for hosting us at this concert that had many singing
along.
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Tony also shared with our Professional Artists
his experience of navigating the industry as an
artist with disability, teaching them strategies
to advocate for themselves. Insightful,
engaging and uplifting, these workshops
added richness to the training of our artists
and encouraged them to continue making
music a part of their lives.

Old Life/New Life. Which way to go?
When your life is old and forlorn,
You live in sin and strife
And you don’t like your life.
Creative Writing with Writing Through
Writing Through is a non-profit that uses
writing as a tool to develop thinking skills,
language fluency and self-esteem. With these
goals in mind, they conducted workshops for
our literary art students (above).
Under the theme ‘Taking Risks’, students
reflected upon experiences that required
courage and used their discussion points
to create beautiful poems, such as the one
written by Serene Sng on the right.

On the contrary,
Would you prefer your new life
Which is more beautiful and bright
While you are still hopeful and alive?
Do you worry and fret over old life
Or love turning over a new leaf?
In reality and new life
Is that what you truly like?
Which way would you like to go?
New or old, there life goes.
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Exhibitions by
Artists & Students

CAPABILITY-BUILDING & LEADERSHIP
As the leading charity in the intersection of Arts and Disability, ART:DIS sees its role in building
and sharing best practices as we journey together with partners and disability practitioners in
this space.

Creative Well-being Tokyo
At the invitation of the Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation,
ART:DIS is proud to be a committee member of Creative
Well-being Tokyo 2022. This international event from
28 June to 7 July 2022 saw over 100 organisations
and creatives from five countries gathering to improve
accessibility for persons with disabilities in the arts and
cultural sectors.
Peter Sau (Head of Artistic Development, Performing
Arts) represented ART:DIS to deliver the first plenary
session in Tokyo, discussing how the arts can be a selfempowering medium that enhances well-being.

The Gallery @ ART:DIS is a platform for our students and artists to showcase their artistic
creations to the public, and share their creative process and perspective with art lovers.
Exhibition ‘Unseen Singapore’
Currently ongoing until 31 October 2022 is ‘Unseen Singapore’ (above). It is a tribute to
Singapore’s 57th year of independence by 16 of our Professional Artists. On display at Changi
City Point (#03-01), the 44 paintings form a rich tapestry of our nation’s past, present and
future. We would like to thank Maybank for supporting the careers of our artists with disabilities.
Book a viewing with sales@artdis.org.sg or shop the collection at www.artdis.org.sg

(Right) Our artists Noah
Tan, Tan See Mui and
Eugene Soh were part of
the exhibition at Tokyo
Metropolitan Art Museum.
(Extreme Right) Mr Darrel
Chua, Counsellor at the
Embassy of Singapore in
Japan, visited ART:DIS’s
exhibition to find out
more about our role in
advocating for persons
with disabilities in the arts.

At the exhibition area, we were pleased to share the
perspectives of our artists through process drawings,
paintings and performances. Nearby, our close ally Dr
Dawn-joy Leong also showcased a new iteration of
Clement Space, a mini oasis where one can embrace
restfulness through the material environment.
Exhibition ‘Parallel Retrospection’
‘Parallal Retrospection’ was ART:DIS’s first physical exhibition since the pandemic and it was
brimming with loud cheer as we celebrated the growth of our 20 Artists-In-Training following
a year of home-based lessons (above). Despite facing isolation during COVID-19, our young
artists were able to find a silver lining, drawing in anticipation of the lifting of safe management
measures. View the full catalogue at www.artdis.org.sg
This exhibition was made possible thanks to President’s Challenge and our many ailles, including
guest-of-honour Edmund Chen, who readily supports artists in the digital sphere.
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Peter and Carissa Soh (dance teacher at ART:DIS)
further conducted an inclusive workshop. In four
short hours 14 participants worked together,
transcending the differences in their bodies and
languages to create a performance that conveyed
themes of life, darkness and rebirth.
ART:DIS is glad to contribute to global discussions
about social inclusion for underserved communities.
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Inclusive Arts
Masterclass

Inclusive Arts Residency
ART:DIS further launched a capability
development programme to enrich the arts
and disability sector. With the support of the
National Arts Council, two lead artists received
seed funding that explore different dimensions
of inclusive arts practices.

With the support of the National Arts
Council, our masterclass series concluded
in May. Covering five major areas, the
series aimed to facilitate greater diversity
in Singapore by teaching participants skills
and knowledge about accessibility.

From 27 June to 4 September 2022, artists
Rachel Yip and Claire Teo met with subjectmatter experts at ART:DIS’s Black Box to finetune ideas and collaborated with like-minded
peers to realise their vision.

The Inclusive Visual Arts Making (right)
masterclass was co-conducted by our
artist Noah Tan and teacher Ranae LeeNasir. They shared with participants
inclusive strategies to facilitate learning
and an aspiring teacher, who attended the
masterclass, reflected on having a better
understanding of the needs and challenges
of prospective students.

Next was our over-subscribed Accessibility
& Inclusion masterclass (left). The session
opened with many acknowledging that they
would feel scared, nervous, worried, confused,
sad and helpless when they meet a person
with a disability.
Facilitators Dr Dawn-joy Leong (autistic
researcher and artist) and Nix Sang (founder
of Equal Dreams) validated these responses
and gently guided participants on ways in
which to embrace differences, demonstrate
empathy and uphold respect.
The final instalment of the series was Inclusive
Theatre Making, which had participants
cycling through exercises aimed at re-wiring
their understanding of disability (left). The
diverse experiences of our facilitators Peter
Sau, Timothy Lee and Foo Xu Hui (who are
both artists of ART:DIS) added richness to the
discussion. “Intention is key and accessibility
should not be an afterthought. If we truly
aspire to be inclusive, then we should start
from the get-go,” a participant reflected.

If you would like to experience being
in an inclusive environment, then
volunteer with us today. Find out
more about our opportunities at
www.artdis.org.sg
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Over two months, Masterclass: Inclusive Arts
touched over 80 individuals. The impact
may be small but we hope that this means
there will be 80 more advocates of inclusion
in Singapore. ART:DIS would like to express
our heartfelt appreciation to National Gallery
Singapore and Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts for partnering with us in this journey.

Tell-Tale Signs by Rachel Nip
This multi-disciplinary project combines
storytelling, signed poetry, movement and
music to share stories from the Deaf community
of their experiences living in a hearing world
(above). With the aim of advocating for greater
accessibility, this project will also make publicly
available resources that facilitate collaboration
between Deaf and Hearing individuals.

Sea, Soil, Sky by Claire Teo
This series of short films brings audiences
on a sensorial journey to discover how
persons with disabilities find solace,
sustenance and inspiration from nature
(above). Gathering the lived experiences
from disabled and non-disabled creatives,
this project aims to normalise disability,
demonstrate a universal language of access
and connect communities.

Mentoring Rachel throughout the project was
Ramesh Meyyappan, acclaimed Deaf theatremaker, and Randy Chew, exceptional comic
mime artist who was a core member of Hi!
Theatre – Singapore’s first d/Deaf theatre
formed in 1986.

Jean Tay, award-winning playwright,
mentored Claire during this project. Other
collaborators include Dr Dawn-joy Leong,
autistic researcher and artist, and Ding Kian
Seng, a certified forest guide.
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Student Awarded National
Arts Council Scholarship
ART:DIS would like to congratulate
our artist Yuki Neoh for receiving
the National Arts Council’s Arts
Scholarship 2022 (left)!
As the first Deaf recipient of the
scholarship, which aims to nurture
remarkable individuals to be arts
leaders, Yuki will be pursuing a
BA Performance in British Sign
Language and English at the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland.
She credits ART:DIS for seeding
opportunities, sponsoring her
theatre training and providing her
access to industry mentors – all
of which has opened her eyes
to the diverse perspectives and
possibilities in her practice.

Workshops with Singapore
Teacher’s Academy for the Arts

PARTNERSHIPS

Through strong partnerships, ART:DIS empowers
our artists with opportunites to showcase their
work, be profiled publicly, and earn an income.

Performances by Artists
The easing of COVID-19 measures has
enabled many of our artists to resume
commissioned performances, which is a
key source of income for them and further
strengthens their portfolio. We are therefore
pleased that our artists were engaged for
two exciting performances in August.
Performance for Shell
Shell is one of the world’s leading
energy companies, and its Sector and
Decarbonisation business reached an
anniversary. To celebrate, as well as raise
awareness about workplace inclusivity, Shell
commissioned our autistic pianist Yip Sau
Ming to perform a medley of songs (left).
A veteran busker whose repertoire includes
classical pieces from Europe and Asia, Sau
Ming entertained Shell’s employees as they
commemorated their achievements over
lunch.

To better support students with
differentiated learning needs, the
Singapore Teacher’s Academy for
the Arts (STAR) commissioned
ART:DIS to conduct workshops
to increase disability awareness
and build teachers’ capacity in the
areas of inclusive learning.
Leading the discussion and
sharing was Kelvin Sim, an artist at
ART:DIS who is also a cover singer
and songwriter with a steady
YouTube following (above).
Kelvin shared his journey as a wheelchair user in creating and performing music, and
the barriers he faced along the way. Many teachers remarked they have gained real
insights into making accessibility a prerequisite to building aspirations and artistry.
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Performance for Health Sciences Authority (HSA)
HSA is a statutory board that is responsible for safeguarding public health. As part of their
National Day Observance Ceremony, HSA commissioned Joshua German, an autistic jazz pianist
adept at improvising melodic lines, and Clair Teo, a visually-impaired actor and singer whose
dream is to perform at Teatro La Fenice, to perform (above). Together, they roused audience
with their upbeat renditions of evergreen national songs, and had the whole crowd singing along
whilst waving our national flag.
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ART:DIS at Milan Design Week

Commissions from Corporates
The Bank of Singapore (BOS) is a subsidiary of
OCBC, offering robust research capabilities to
deliver risk-based solutions.
In preparation of Lunar New Year 2023, BOS
commissioned our artist Noah Tan to design
an artwork for their red packets. After much
deliberation Noah painted a gold koi fish, a
symbol of prosperity, swimming under cherry
blossoms to usher in spring and good fortune
for all BOS employees (right).

In collaboration with Supermama and i’mable Collective, our artist Zoe Tan exhibited her artwork
at Milan Design Week. Together with artists from Metta Welfare Association, Cerebral Palsy
Alliance Singapore, The Art Faculty and Singapore Association for the Visually Handicapped,
Zoe had her batik-inspired design printed onto tiffin carriers, lacquer boxes and coasters.

The Association of Small & Medium
Enterprises (ASME) bridges the public
and private sectors to promote a more
conducive business environment.

The collection was on display at National Museum of Singapore and Circolo Filologico Milanese
from 6–12 June 2022. Its vibrant and intricate designs drew much appreciation from global
audiences and is available for purchase: supermamastore.com/collections/breathing-batik

In commemoration of 55 years of National
Service (NS), as well as to mark their
contingent in National Day Parade, ASME
commissioned our artist Eugene Soh to
create a painting (left). With the might of
Singapore’s military featured against the
national flag, ASME would like to thank all
NS men in safeguarding our sovereignty.

ART:DIS at London Tech Week
Singapore’s Economic Development Board (EDB)
was at London Tech Week to lead discussions on
start-ups and investments in the digital sector,
as well as launch a non-fungible token (NFT)
exhibition. ART:DIS is proud to be one of EDB’s
adopted charities, with 50% of all artwork sales
going to us to demonstrate how technology
democratises the art market.
Working together with Brytehall, a premium
digital marketplace for collectors and investors,
ART:DIS shared the stories of our artists Noah
Tan and Gregory Burns during the exhibition.
Walkthrough the showcase, which features works
by acclaimed artists such as The Next Most
Famous Artist, Andy Yang, Mindflyer & André
Wee: bit.ly/Brytehall_MintingGood
If you would like to collaborate with ART:DIS, feel
free to share your idea with us at
general@artdis.org.sg
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ART:DIS x Eternal
Collection
Eternal Collection believes in the ability of the arts
to connect people and open up more opportunities.
Created by local artist and former actor Edmund
Chen, the series of non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
adopted ART:DIS, pledging to donate 5% of all sales
to ART:DIS for a year.
Edmund further enabled seven of our artists to
hold an exhibition at the SEA Aquarium. All of the
paintings on display were purchased by patrons
of the event, earning our artists over $13,000. We
would like to thank Edmund for partnering with us to
empower persons with disabilities through the arts!
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UPCOMING
ACTIVITIES

ART:DIS provides numerous oportunities for our students,
artists, parents, volunteers, funders and partners to be part
of an inclusive community. The following are a couple of key
events happening in our calendar.

Join us as ART:DIS officially opens
our latest centre at Bukit Merah! This
premier arts centre is an inclusive space
that enables persons with disabilities
and non-disabled inidividuals to learn,
train and collaborate. Open to anyone,
regardless of abilities, share in our joy of
creating art together.

ART:DIS Charity Golf
Date: 28 October 2022, Friday
Venue: Tanah Merah Country Club
(Tampines Course)
Time: 11:00am (registration)
1.30 pm (shotgun start)
7:00pm (dinner)
Guest-of- Mr Tan Kiat How, Senior Minister of
Honour: State, Ministry of Communications
& Information, and Ministry of
National Development
HoleMercedes-Benz
In-One
E200 AVANTGARDE
Prize:

Open House

Our Charity Golf returns and golfers
can expect much fun on the course,
including getting a shot at the HoleIn-One Prize or beating the Pro!
Our goal for this event is to raise
$300,000 to continue our mission
of creating opportunities for
persons with disabilities in the
arts. Last year, we conducted 430
classes, organised 25 exhibitions &
performances and generated over
$85,000 in income for our artists.
You can help us double our impact
by participating in the tournament
or supporting with monetary or inkind gifts.

Visitors can expect:
• Taster experiences of workshops held
at ART:DIS at Bukit Merah
• Inclusive Music and Dance Jamming
Sessions
• Centre Tours
• Exhibitions
• Fringe Activities

Date/Time: 15 Oct 2022, 10:00am –
5:00pm
Venue:

3779 Jalan Bukit Merah,
#03-02 Community Hub,
S159462

Price:

Free but registration
required. Scan the QR
code below.

Sponsorship Tiers*

Beat the Pro
Daren Lim is a
seasoned golf
professional, currently
coaching students of
all ages to lower their
scores. Daren returns to
our tournament as the
pro to beat! Are you
game?

Title

$100,000

Presenting

$50K –$99,999

Diamond

$30K –$49,999

Gold

$20K –$29,999

Silver

$12K –$19,999

Flight

$5,500

Single

$1,500

* For more details on entitlements,
please visit www.artdis.org.sg
As a registered charity with
Institution of Public Character
(IPC) status, all donations by way
of flights are eligible for 250% tax
deduction. For any queries related
to this event, please email donate@
artdis.org.sg

Volunteering Opportunities
We can only do more with support from Volunteers!
Join us at ARTDIS to support various needs in
classroom support, community events and many
more. Email serenerae@artdis.org.sg to find out how
you can help us make a difference together!
“Through volunteering at ART:DIS, I realised that
everyone is able in their own way,” shared Ranel
Rivero, a volunteer at ART:DIS.
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FOR PROGRAMME ENQUIRIES
Email general@artdis.org.sg
FOR DONATION OR CSR PARTNERSHIP
Email donate@artdis.org.sg
FOR VOLUNTEERING ENQUIRIES
Email serenerae@artdis.org.sg
FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES
Email sabrina@artdis.org.sg
FOR COLLABORATIONS
Email general@artdis.org.sg
FOR COMMISSIONED PROJECTS AND ARTWORK ENQUIRIES
Email sales@artdis.org.sg

This is a quarterly newsletter
by ART:DIS. No part of this
publication may be reproduced
by any means and in any form
without the permission of the
publisher.

www.artdis.org.sg

ART:DIS @ Bedok
133 Bedok North Avenue 3 #01138 Singapore 4601335

@art.dis.singapore

ART:DIS @ Changi
5 Changi Business Park Central 1, Changi
City Point #03-01, Singapore 486038

@art.dis.singapore

ART:DIS @ Bukit Merah
3779 Jalan Bukit Merah, #03-02
Community Hub, Singapore 159462

